The article deals with the problem of ways to lexicographically describe cultural phenomena, the development of theoretical approach to the issue, namely, principles for selection of information and its introduction into dictionary corpus. Particular attention is given to such elements of lexicographical description of culture phenomena as the background knowledge of an average language speaker, which should be given in the commentary to a dictionary entry. We suggest taking into account for two principles for lexicographical description of culture phenomenathe principle of inclusiveness and completeness of description and topic-based principle for classification.
accompanied by permanent verbal form; 2) nonverbal behavior accompanied by a verbal form; 3) verbal behavior accompanied by nonverbal form. All three correlations have different degree of digestion by a bearer of one or another culture and different ways to put them into a dictionary. It is certainly easier to put a verbal form In as the linguistic and cultural dictionary by A.A. Akishina, H. Kano, T.E. Akishina (ZhM, 1991) whereas to get acquainted with foreign culture especially during initial period of language studies it is easier to digest a gesture or a facial expression: "the primate" of nonverbal communication is the base for linguistic and cultural dictionary and reference book by P.S. Tumarkin (ZhMJap, 2001) and by S.A. Grigor'eva, N.V. Grigor'ev, G.E. Krejdlin (SJRZh, 2001) .
Due to multiple meanings the term realia as a subject for lexicographical description should be refined. Realias are usually material culture objects and spiritual culture phenomena of a certain community. This is why S. Vlahov and S. Florin suggest making a distinction between a realia-object and a realia-word. In their opinion a realia-object even within country studies has a broad meaning which does not always fit a realia-word, being an element of extralinguistic activity (1980: 7) . In translation studies and in lexicography it is the word denoting an object or a phenomena of material or spiritual culture that is in demand. This is why term realia has gained ground in these sciences in the meaning of "names of objects of material culture, facts of history, state institutions, names of national and folk heroes, mythological creatures, etc., common to certain nations and peoples" (Tomahin, 1988: 5) . However, the use of terms non-equivalent (connotative, background) vocabulary, realia, national realia, Americanism-word, etc., causing a feeling of chaos, does not hinder understating of the core.
The idea of nationally marked units (realias) got different interpretation in linguistic and cultural studies, translation studies, lexicography and cultural linguistics. In applied sciences (linguistic and cultural studies, for instance, are called a didactic counterpart of sociolinguistics, an applied aspect of linguodidactics) realia-words act as nationally marked units, that is non-equivalent, connotative vocabulary, personal names and phraseological units with a denotative realia within. The possibility to single out groups of such realias in a wide sense is based on comparison of cultures: «What leaps most to the attention of even the average layman are the cases of the so called c u l t u r e -b o u n d w o r d s : if, say, some plants live or some things exist only in the area where the source language is spoken but not all in the area of the target language, there will be no really equivalent lexicas units ready in the target language» (Zgusta, 1971: 294) . The classification of such vocabulary is based on comparison of translated equivalents.
Discussing the methodology of linguistic and cultural studies, E.M. Vereshchagin and V.G. Kostomarov single out groups of non-equivalent and connotative lexis, and later non-equivalent and background lexis. As the connotative words of linguistic and cultural value E.M. Vereshchagin and V.G. Kostomarov first of all reckon those which have stereotyped associations (Rus. березка), as well as the subjective assessment vocabulary (Rus. волхв, суженый, тоска, Анна Каренина, Коробочка, Митрофанушка, мужичонка, бабенка) . Non-equivalent lexis, in the opinion of E.M. Vereshchagin and V.G. Kostomarov is different from connotative lexis as «it does not have any meaning correspondence in the system of contents inherent to the other language», whereas the connotative lexis has matching denotations (i.e. objective content), but has no matching connotations (i.e. emotional and aesthetic associations) (see : Vereshchagin, Kostomarov, 2005: 80-94) .
It should be noted that the authors of linguistic and cultural dictionaries state that the frameworks of realia dictionaries must be expanded. The authors of linguistic and cultural dictionary "France" (FR, 1997) consider linguistic and cultural realias (linguoculturemes) the units of their dictionary and reckon names of objects, notions, concepts, which do not occur or occur in other kind with the representatives of Russian linguistic and cultural community: realias, that exist in the French culture and are absent in the Russian culture (state institutions, economic structures, public organizations, etc.); realias, that exist in both cultures, but differ by a certain attribute (in terms of arrangement, function, etc.); realias that have international character, but differ in national contents (ideas, philosophies, inventions originated in France and contributing to the world culture; taking into account the peculiarities, that some common European philosophy and art schools obtained owing to France) (Ibid: 1031-1032).
Representatives of comparative linguistic and cultural studies are also trying to exceed the scope of "material" realias. A.S. Mamontov, for instance divides all the words that have national and cultural markedness into non-equivalent ("realias", according to S. Vlakhov and S. Florin), partially non-equivalent (with partial discrepancy of notions: Rus. песня and Pol. рiesn, piosenka), connotative (a birch as symbol of Russia, a horse as symbol of loyalty and devotion in the Arab East countries, Afghanistan, Iran, Mongolia) and background (Russian cultureme "bus" and its equivalents in the languages of Pushtu and Farsi) (Mamontov, 2000: 22-26 ).
Yet still the applied character of linguistic-and-cultural studies, translation theory and practice, culture-oriented and translation lexicography result in the need to limit possible options and be restricted to the words with "material" prototype, unique for one or several cultures.
However as is seen from the given list of classifications of realias in applied subjects, a group of lexis with cultural connotation is extremely variegated here and its classification is not always convincing. For instance, there is no single criterion for background and connotative lexis, unclear is the ground for introduction of folklore words or phraseological units into the group of non-equivalent lexis, unclear is the place of personal names in the classification. It goes without saying that the phenomena of the national markedness of signs is based on lacunarity in the broad sense of the word, that is why the nature of non-equivalency which are counted on in realia studies in applied subjects can be different.
Background Knowledge as Basis for Lexicographical Description of Culture Phenomena
The very essence of lexicographical description of culture phenomena is to reveal and represent it in its entirety, that is to provide all the information that a speaker of the language and a bearer of the culture knows about this realia (see : Nkomo, 2016; Schryver, Prinsloo 2011) .
Knowledge as the form of existence and systematization of results of human cognitive activity is represented by different kinds: everyday and scientific, personal and social, declarative and procedural knowledge. When the point at the issue is the content of knowledge, it is a common practice to distinguish between linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge. Differences in wording (linguistic, language, verbalized; extralinguistic, encyclopedic, non-language, non-verbalized) are caused by different basis for classification -subject correlation (knowledge about the world and knowledge about language) or knowledge presentation form (worded or non-worded) (see : Zalevskaja, 2000: 67-68; Kubrjakova, 2004: 10) . Encyclopedic (extralinguistic, non-language, non-verbalized) knowledge is sometimes referred to as background.
When determining background knowledge it is necessary, from our point of view, to distinguish between its cognitive and communicative essence. In the first case it is underlined that the background knowledge has an extralinguistic character by nature and as part of implicit context (background knowledge of communicants about the preceding situation) is one of presupposition kinds. In the second case the background knowledge is defined as common fund, which allows those who speak the same language, that is those, who use the same lexical, grammatical and stylistic resources, to understand each other, as mutual knowledge of realias by speaker and listener, which is the basis of language communication. (Ahmanova, 2014: 498 Actualization of communicative essence of background knowledge allows saying that there is a certain "communicative minimum" required for communication to succeed. Not all the scope of knowledge "standing" behind athe word with the speaker is required for communication and appears an essential condition for correct perception. Moreover, this scope is often difficult to be determined even for a speaker. Thus, to describe the meaning of the word Rus. судьбина, according to E.M. Vereshchagin and V.G. Kostomarov, with the same rational information with the word Rus. судьба is quite difficult: "...it is clear to a Russian that there is "something" in this word, but this "something" refers to a dim feeling, and in the field of emotional the use of words for paraphrase, as a rule, does not lead to success" (Vereshchagin, Kostomarov, 1973: 78) .
In order to lexicographically describe a culture phenomena one must select something important, long-standing, typical. As a matter of practice this principle is extremely difficult to be applied. There is a lot "hidden" behind a word with a speaker: associations that are social and personal, infant and adult, everyday and literary. That is why in order to define the content of background knowledge of a speaker on must resort to the notion of "average language speaker". The notion of "average language speaker" has not been defined in the literature and the scope of his cultural knowledge has not been thoroughly described for any language. For an average speaker they take our contemporary with secondary education (graduated from school not less than ten years ago) with no regard to age, gender, occupation, career field (Vereshchagin, 1969: 120) ; author of the study (Vuchkova, 1984: 3); average linguistic identity, i.e., one abstract speaker instead of a totality of individuals in a mass linguistic study (you, me, they, an old man, Napoleon, Muhammad... in one) (Karaulov, 1999: 120) .
As far as the perception of a word and a text is connected with the scope of knowledge that a speaker masters in the process of sociologization, including schools studies, it would be reasonable, from our point of view, to consider that an average language speaker is any person who finished secondary school.
A scope of knowledge of an average language speaker, from our point of view, is determined by the parameters: what to know and how much to know. What and how much to know can be compared to a comment to a text: that, what is commented, is unknown to the reader. But what exactly and how to comment is determined depending of the need of a text and a reader. To determine what an average speaker should can on the one hand stand for determination of "minimum of cultural literacy", i.e., what any one born, grown up and finished secondary school in a certain country should know, on the other hand, what a language speaker actually knows. The first is easier to be systematized: there are standard school curricula, but such an approach results in idealized speaker. The second one is hard to extract, but real, though an element of subjectivity cannot be excluded. One of the ways to reveal the actual knowledge of an average speaker can be a polling survey and association experiment data. The scope and content of background data of an average speaker are partially described in country studies textbooks. Though they do not always contain material adequate to the knowledge of an average speaker. For instance, is there a Russian who presently knows "why they thought that he who died at Easter will definitely go to Heaven"? (Proskurjakova, Zubareva, 1998: 41) . The scope of country specific knowledge is not always sufficient as well. Thus, descriptions of Russian customs and traditions not always mention the Old New Year, which is well known to all bearers of the Russian culture.
So, the notion of an average language speaker is quite unclear. But sometimes, according to A. Potebnja, "it is better to find dark sides of an object than to consider this object almost or completely clear" (Potebnja, 1976: 84) . A notion of an average speaker is needed to assume approximate scope of background data.
As to the languages of indigenous small-numbered peoples of the North, "dying" languages, especially promising is the focus on the cumulative language function ensuring accumulation and storage of verbalized experience of spiritual and material culture life of people. In a situation when natural transfer of a language tends to disappear, it is important for a linguist to make a point of essential language function -the function of accumulation of knowledge and cultural experience of speakers. This position allows not only to preserve the cultural wealth accumulated by a language for future generations, but also to understand people's psychology, and thus to work out right strategy for its revitalization. In situation of a "dying" language by resorting to the background knowledge the researcher preserves not only the language, but also, to some extent, the ethnos itself.
In order to study background knowledge of speakers of indigenous smallnumbered people's language, from our point of view, it is natural to resort to their cognitive, not communicative essence, because if the background knowledge is defined as a common fund, which allows the speakers of the same language to understand each other, it should be assumed that there is an actively functioning language environment.
The sociolinguistic analysis of the situation of the language of the Kola Saami, who live in the Russian Federation on the Kola Peninsula and amounting to 1771 people revealed that the number of the Saami language speakers is rather limited, the number of works of fiction is limited as well, there is no journalism at all, there are few Saami language dictionaries, which are translation and dialect, there are no defining or association dictionaries (see : Ivanishcheva 2014) . Hence the typical ways to reveal the background knowledge of a speaker (interviews, analysis of dictionary entries and texts of fiction and journalism) cannot be used to a full extent. In such situation a researcher should record all knowledge of a speaker making no distinction between private and social. A speaker who can be an informant, describing his personal experience represents typical and usual, because the social environment, which he grew up in, preserved only such knowledge. The background knowledge of the Saami language speakers, in our opinion, must be studied from two aspects: firstly, a number of active and passive speakers and therefore informants, must be kept in the view; secondly, one should take into account the specific character of background knowledge with a lack of live speaking environment, conditions for use of a language in private and social life, advanced age of active language speakers, separation of speakers from the language environment -material and spiritual culture. One of the tasks for lexicographical description of culture phenomena is to record the background data in a dictionary entry.
Specific Features of Lexicographical Description of Culture Phenomena in Different Kinds of Dictionaries
If the classification of dictionaries is based on the principle of account of the level of user's knowledge and needs, one can speak of cognitive-and-communicative approach to such classification. It seems that the traditional division of dictionaries into linguistic and encyclopedic shall be seen wider -as division into linguistic and nonlinguistic. Classification of dictionaries into linguistic and nonlinguistic is given by Yu.S. Maslov. In his opinion linguistic dictionaries collect and record lexical units of a language (words and phraseological units) from one or another perspective while in nonlinguistic dictionaries lexical units are just starting point to communicate certain information about objects and phenomena of extralinguistic activity. Thus Yu.S. Maslov's classification of dictionaries into linguistic and nonlinguistic corresponds to classification into linguistic and encyclopedic (Maslov, 1998: 120) . The notion of "nonlinguistic dictionaries" is broader than that of "encyclopedic dictionaries" not only by scope, but also due to completely different classification basis. Classification of dictionaries into linguistic and nonlinguistic can be based on the form / content feature, where form stands for a word as a whole of its grammatical characteristics, and content stands for meaning and sense of that word. According to Yu.S. Stepanov, "meaning of a word is such object or objects which this word is correctly used for in accordance with the standards of a certain language and a concept is the sense of a word" (Stepanov, 2001: 44) . If an object (realia) is a material culture element, then concept is a spiritual culture element.
Being an element of spiritual culture concept is a subject for culturological dictionaries. Being an element of material culture a realia can be a subject for culturological, country-specific and encyclopedic dictionaries.
Whereas for linguistic and non-linguistic dictionaries it is the focus on availability / lack of language speaker's / culture bearer's knowledge that can serve the basis for further classification (with a view to non-specialist user). Thus, linguistic dictionaries depending on user being / not being the speaker / culture bearer are represented by monolingual and bilingual types. Monolingual dictionaries (defining, phraseological, synonyms dictionaries, etc.) are intended for user being the speaker / bearer of the culture and aimed at meeting the user's need to improve his existing knowledge of a word. The bilingual dictionaries meet the need of a user not being a speaker / culture bearer in obtaining such knowledge.
Depending on the focus the nonlinguistic dictionaries are classified into encyclopedic and culturological dictionaries (focus on knowledge of a speaker / culture bearer) and cross-cultural dictionaries (focus on knowledge of non-speaker / non-culture bearer).
A country-specific dictionary differs from an encyclopedic dictionary by description object: an encyclopedic dictionary describes notions and personalia from all the fields of knowledge, including the humanities (history, sociology, ethnography, religion, arts) irrespective of belonging to one or another culture, one or another nation; whereas a country-specific dictionary describes notions and personalia belonging to one and the same country, culture, nation. The result of BES (2000) and ISS (2000) analysis showed that this fact determines the difference between an encyclopedic and a country-specific dictionary within the word list and the content of the entry.
Our analysis revealed that culturological dictionaries unlike country-specific dictionaries are focused on the knowledge of a user who is a language speaker and can have realia and concepts as the lexicographical description target Thus, RD (2003) is announced by the authors as a culturological dictionary devoted to the Russian countryside life. It's objective is to expand reader's idea of everyday life, traditions and life of a Russian village, ease the lexical difficulties when working with texts, stimulate the interest to the Russian language and reading of written works concerning countryside. When selecting the words the authors were guided by the principle of culturological value of a word, i.e., its role in the process of learning the national culture and mental characteristics of the Russian language. Thus, the dictionary includes lexis which traditionally is used in working, cultural, ceremonial and everyday life of Russian countryside (RD, 2003: 5-7) .
The dictionary includes the words belonging to various thematic groups, that is, reflecting various sides of people's material culture (names for countryside housing and farmstead, household items, traditional food, clothes, farming tools, farm machinery and vehicles, crafts, kinship terminology), which does not defy thematic integrity of the dictionary. However the principle of culturological dictionary -focus of the knowledge of a speaker has been defied. And it's not about the fact that the it includes words which do not require explanation for Russian native speakers: Rus. арбуз 'watermelon', базар 'bazaar', баня 'steam bath', береза 'birch', блин 'pancake', бревно 'log', бочка 'barrel', ворота 'gate', горох 'pea', гриб 'mushroom', грибной 'mushroom' (adjective), деревня 'countryside', зерно 'grain', картошка 'potato', каша 'cooked grain', коза 'female goat', козёл 'male goat', конь 'male horse', кобыла 'female horse', корзина 'basket', корова 'cow', курица 'hen', мука 'flour', петух 'cock', пила 'saw', пирог 'pie', пчела 'bee', рак 'crayfish', ручей 'stream', сало 'salo', rather how some of these words are defined in the dictionary. For instance, the definition of mushroom as of a special plant, comprising a stem and a cap will hardly meet the need of a Russian language speaker and culture bearer. Focus on understanding does not imply definition of words on such level. More likely is the contrary, the reader is expecting the dictionary to be more informative. This is why the definition dictionaries present a mushroom as a special organism, bearing spores (see: SOSH (1993), BTS (2000)), to say nothing of encyclopedic dictionaries.
Culturological dictionaries of realia just like encyclopedic dictionaries should meet the needs of a language speaker in improving current knowledge, but they differ from encyclopedic dictionaries by topic-based principle for material presentation.
A bilingual translation dictionary, as equivalent to bilingual definition dictionary should be focused on knowledge of non-speaker of language / non-bearer of culture in a way it should be done is a country-specific dictionary. The peculiarity of a bilingual dictionary user is that he is a speaker of only one of two given languages, so this dictionary should be bidirectional. Focus on active user (nativeforeign) and passive user (foreign-native) binds the dictionary to follow a specific structure (NLO, 1997: 84-85; see: Landau, 1984: 5-10; NSL, 1991: 33; Svensén 1987: 12) .). At that, what any user needs in the first place is the translated equivalent, though the additional information as well (see: Hornáčková-Klapicová 2012).
Commentary as the Form of Lexicographical Description of Culture Phenomena
Commentary as part of reference apparatus can explain a word (word commentary), a text (text commentary), a situation (situation commentary), though traditionally this term is used for note to a text in order to direct reader's perception. As is known, the place for additional notes (commentary) in a dictionary entry can be different: they can be detached into a special area and included into a commentary or used as description elements in definition. There are no criteria determining the place for such notes, that is why it is in the dictionaries it is defined by author's intuition. Speaking about the scope of a commentary, it should be noted that it is often difficult to draw a line between definition of a lexical meaning of a word and additional information about realia, which are a part of a commentary.
Information about realia as of a culture phenomena, from our point of view, should be included into the commentary to a word in a dictionary entry. Such commentary can be of different type: factual and culturological. Factual commentary corresponds to the level of description of a scientific notion (element, process, historical fact, biological entity, social life fact, etc.). It's peculiar features are objectivism, accuracy, specificity. A remarkable example of a scientific notion description are definitions of terms in a special dictionary as well as in an encyclopedic and defining. Properties of an object actualized in factual commentary most often correspond to its properties presented in an encyclopedic dictionary. A culturological commentary differs from factual by information related to a language speaker (function of an object not in the nature but in relation to a man, its use by man, application in human practice, etc., that is role of a an object in cultural life). The following example from a Manden-Russian dictionary shoes the difference between a factual and a culturological dictionary. Thus, in the dictionary entry for Man. bawɔ̀lɔ́ with meanings «1. Egyptian goose; 2. Shoveler» there is just a factual commentary for the second meaning (drake: black-and-green head and neck, chestnut belly; white breast and lower neck, the upper part in darker; spatula-shaped beak is bluish-black; duck: with brown speckles, upper body is darker, chestnut belly; wing is 22-25 cm; breeding season in the temperate climate areas of Eurasia), whereas the first one includes a culturological commentary (general coloring is lightish brown, upper part of wings is white, flights are black, primaries are shimmering green, internal are chestnut and olive; black rump and tail; chestnut spot on the breast; wing is 35-42 cm, weigh is about 2.5 kg; diet includes new grass and seeds; flesh is insipid, sometimes almost inedible) (MRS, 1999) . Analysis of dictionaries shows that the word commentary is in some cases is unreasonably too detailed. V.D. Devkin denotes that country-specific dictionaries are congested with information (2000: 240-241). The authors of country-specific dictionary "France" on the contrary consider the additional information to be an advantage of their dictionary (FR, 1997 (FR, : 1027 , for instance, the detailed description of architectural details.
Even for encyclopedic dictionaries of different fields of knowledge various encyclopedic information can be important provided the necessary minimum. Thus, different properties of objects can be of interest for different sciences: plants and animals in biology are classified based on biological properties, in agronomy and agriculture they get their characteristics from the aspect of breeding, practical use, etc. Let's consider the dictionary entries for Rus. балалайка 'balalaika' as an example.
V.I. Dal''s dictionary (1989) suggest the following encyclopedic information as how to play balalaika (folk musical instrument with stops and two or three gut strings, that are thrummed by all the fingers shaking the hand, E-string pitch), the BES (2000) It is only evident that the information for definition is selected with regard to the type of a dictionary and its purpose. To introduce the reader to the culture of Russia, to outline the cultural background knowledge without which communication of Russia to the world and the world to Russia would be impossible (RAKS, 2002: 3) ; to transfuse the wealth and peculiarity of native culture in socializing with foreigners (Ibid: 5; DOFR, 2002: 5) -is the task for culturological and linguistic-andculturological dictionaries; to be a universal reference book -is the task for encyclopedic dictionaries. The dictionary by V.I. Dal ' (1989) is renowned for the richness of ethnographic material.
It is our profound conviction that for lexicographical description of realia needs an extended commentary (culturological and factual), especially for vocabulary of "dying" languages.
Principles for Lexicographical Description of Culture Phenomena
As was said above, the perfect form for presentation of culture phenomena in a dictionary is the presentation of background knowledge of an average speaker to the fullest extent possible. The scope of background information in case of "dying" languages, which the language of Kola Saami is, depends of what a speaker can know (or remember).
For instance: Kildin Saami вунхэмушш -matchmaking that is a custom preceding marriage. The research proved that the speaker remembers the following information about this phenomena: Matchmaking could be different. In some areas it was connected with handshake, after which the agreement was considered made, in others it was not. Handshake had the legal force. Handshake was done the following way: fathers gave hands each other and after that somebody set them apart after which vodka was served by the groom's side. Only after this the agreement was considered made. Handshake could be done with the groom if ha came without relatives (Haruzin, 1890: 277) . Presentation of all available information about a cultural phenomena in a dictionary entry in this case is a necessity. Firstly, it would hardly be possible to define what details of the realia (cultural phenomena of matchmaking) are important, that is to shorten the article. Criteria for importance or unimportance of information will be changing depending on the language, dictionary type, dictionary user, etc. Secondly, to record all the information about a phenomena is a specific mission of "dying" languages researcher. It is essential to preserve everything possible while the speakers are alive. So, one of the principles for lexicographical description of culture phenomena is the principle of inclusiveness and completeness of description. Such presentation, even with electronic dictionaries, where an entry can be quite extensive, is practically impossible. The background knowledge should be structured for lexicographical description of culture phenomena. A dictionary assumes systematization of material. For cultural phenomena it seems reasonable to use topicbased principle for lexis arrangement, when the lexis is extracted within a certain topic and semantic connection to it.
Topic-based principle for classification is based on the notion of a topic group, which is a group of semantically-related words and as a result being a single component of people's material culture. The linguistic basis for a topic group is the semantic kinship of its members, based on associations by adjacency and thus being 'a formal equivalent of a semantic field' (Paducheva, 2004: 42-50) . The extralinguistic grounds for topic groups are defined by relation to the speaker's experience and extralinguistic reality.
The way from a notion to a word underlies ideographical dictionaries. Ideological (i.e. ideographical) dictionaries -are the dictionaries which fully or partially use the principles of classification of speech facts (pity is included into the notion of altruistic feelings¸ which go under feelings in general, which in their turn go under mental phenomena category). When it is referred to classification of certain words, then, according to C. Bally, another principle is used -the principle of arrangement of words by topics (2001: 151-155) . V.V. Morkovkin defined three main types of ideographic dictionaries: thesaurus -LORA (1984); analogical -not available for Russian, and topic-based -TMS (2000)) and noted that in a topic-based ideographic dictionary unlike an ideographic thesaurus, a meaning (topic) range is not reconstructed, but assigned based on some or other practical (mainly pedagogical) needs (Morkovkin, 1970: 26-28) .
Analysis of LORA (1984) and TMS (2000) showed that the difference between ideographic thesauri and topic-based dictionaries is to a large extent defined by what is a subject of lexicographical description -a class of notions, denoting abstract relations and forms of matter existence, and a class of notions, denoting the material world in all of its variety.
In the opinion of Yu.N. Karaulov, the structure of ideographic dictionaries is one of components of the "world image", though the ideological position of the author makes impact on the relations hierarchy (1976: 249-259; see also: Shcherba, 2002: 77-84) .
Topic-based classification as a classification of material objects reflects real connections and relations existing in the culture of certain people. Thus, in the group of "Nuts and Fruits" of medieval Arabian and Persian topic-based dictionaries there were subtopics "those with outer part eaten" (cherries, peaches) and "those with internal part eaten" (watermelon, walnut, etc.) (Bertel's, 1979: 25) .
Topic-based principle for presentation of material provides grounds for a more comprehensive presentation of cultural component of a word's meaning.
Actually, the idea of people's material culture often gets more precise if there is an opportunity to present every part of it as an element of a system. In this sense topic-based dictionaries can be called culturological. It was already L.V. Shcherba who wrote that dictionaries of synonyms can to some extent be considered ideographical (Shcherba, 2002) . In foreign lexicography it is also the crosswords dictionaries that should be called ideographical (for instance, KOL (1994) ).
In definitions of words meaning material culture objects, a bilingual dictionary, for example, should whenever possible use a topic-based principle, which, however, is different from that of a culturological dictionary.
If in a culturological dictionary the topic-related arrangement of material is based on realias of one and the same culture and comparison of realias' properties of realia in order to specify their characteristics, in a bilingual dictionary, as well as in a country-specific dictionary, the topic-based principle is done for different cultures.
Thus the note "as distinct from light cream and half-and-half" to heavy cream (AM, 1996: 396, 413, 532) suggests knowing the elements of material culture and if "light cream" and "heavy cream" are understandable to a bearer of Russian culture, the term "half and half" yet needs explanation. It would be reasonable to provide an explanation within brackets comparing the realia not only within a topic line for one and the same culture, which is foreign to the dictionary user, but within different cultures, comparing a foreign realia with realias of the same function in the native culture (heavy cream -33% fat cream as distinct from light cream -11% fat cream and half-and-half -22% fat cream). In such presentation an equivalent with the same function from other culture is given and the topic-based principle is used in intercrossing fields: topical group of foreign culture is perceived against a background of own culture.
At this it is important that the comparison is done within the framework of own -foreign culture, not foreign -foreign culture. So the notion of Rus. бюджетный год 'budget year' is given in the country-related dictionary "France" in comparison with the same realia in the USA, England, Japan, Canada, Sweden and Norway (FR, 1997: 48) , but not in Russia, though the dictionary is intended for a Russian speaker and culture bearer, and the realia of Rus. государственная администрация 'state administration' is presented in comparison with Anglo-Saxon administration model .
Inclusion of information comparing realias of different cultures into a bilingual dictionary is possible not for all the topic groups. For instance, some military ranks have no equivalents. The 'non-equivalent elements' of such topic group can be presented only within one and the same culture. (Ibid: 28) . The principle for comparison of realias within two cultures and the principles of bilingual dictionary as of a country-related encyclopedia are to the fullest extent possible implemented in SNRORD (2003) . Actually taking into account interests of both Norwegian and Russian user the authors managed to provide important information, showing the peculiarities of both cultures. At that the dictionary reflects both verbal and verbaland-paralinguistic bearers of background country-related information. For instance, it is said how to properly start a telephone conversation in Russia and in Norway (SNRORD, 2003 (SNRORD, : 1294 or how to address each other (Ibid: 307). The dictionary includes a comparison of the so called precedent names, that is proper names connected, in particular, with a well-known text (RKP, 2004: 23-26) : Nor. Askelladen and Rus. Иванушка-дурачок; Nor. Bamse Brakar and Rus. Михайло Иваныч, Топтыгин (SNRORD, 2003: 75, 107) . Besides the information given in the annex the dictionary has comparative comments to the topic group "Education System", for instance, Rus. аспирант, оценка, кандидат (Ibid: 75, 200, 589) , "Holidays" (Ibid: 576-577) etc.
It seems extremely valuable that in SNRORD (2003) dictionary the authors focus on the background knowledge of a dictionary user, by firstly excluding the possibility for different notions to overlap (Rus. фронтовик (Ibid: 414)), and secondly, on the contrary, by using this possibility (Rus. дихлофос, трудовое обучение, TV programme name Rus. «Вести», pet names Rus. Мурка, Борька (Ibid).
Topic-based arrangement of learner's dictionaries is stipulated by communicative focus of training and in a defining dictionary it reflects the categorization and systematization of environment in the linguistic consciousness of a culture bearer. The latter is especially valuable for a dictionary. In this respect another important principle for lexicographical description of culture phenomena is the topicbased arrangement principle. For instance, the topic of reindeer husbandry lexis has the following subtopics: "Domestic Reindeer", "Reindeer Herders and Unions of Reindeer Herders", "Reindeer Herder's Gear", "Reindeer Distinguishing Marks", "Reindeer Herding Dog", "Places and Structures for Herding, Keeping, Counting and Culling of Reindeer", "Reindeer Harness and Sledge", "Reindeer Pack Load", "Reindeer Slaughter", "Reindeer Skin Treatment". Topic subsection "Reindeer" includes such sections as "Reindeer Buck", "Reindeer Doe", "Reindeer Fawn", "Reindeer by Household Use", "Reindeer by Position in a Team", "Reindeer by Antlers Presence (Absence)" etc. Section "Reindeer Fawn" includes subsections "Reindeer Fawn from Birth to Three Months", "Reindeer Fawn from Three to Six Months", "Reindeer Fawn from Six to Eighteen Months", which is presented in the dictionary by O.N. Ivanishcheva and A.M. Ershtadt (2015) . Such a dictionary allows implementing the gnoseological function of a dictionary of a dying language to a full extent as it will reflect the present state of language and culture and will be intended for learning, meaning recovery of this language and culture.
Conclusion
A dictionary plays an important role in people's spiritual life. Dictionaries accomplish different social functions: informative, communicative and normative. The principal purpose of any kind of dictionary as of a didactic composition is to close a gap between individual knowledge and knowledge of whole collective. The history of dictionary making shows that the informative function was prevailing in the first dictionaries made. The communicative function became especially important under last decades. Contemporary dictionaries play an important role in cross-cultural communication issues as they represent not only the facts of material culture, but also the present linguistic consciousness of speakers, its values system. Development of theoretical provisions for lexicographical description of culture phenomena must be based on the very subject of research -the culture phenomena, its specificity and peculiarities connected with functioning in cultural environment. A dictionary has different possibilities to outline a concept of culture: its focus determines the structure and the content of a dictionary entry and selection of headwords. The problem is what and how to include in a dictionary. As to the question what, the contemporary lexicography offers readers dictionaries and reference books of different kinds. The question how to describe the realias listed above has not been paid a lot of attention, though these issues, common for the theory of lexicography, get thrown into sharp relief for lexicographical description of culture. We suggest taking into account for lexicographical description of culture phenomena -in this article realias -the background knowledge of an average language speaker, which should be given in the commentary to a dictionary entry.
